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We compute the leading post-Newtonian (PN) contributions at quadratic order in the spins to the
radiation-reaction acceleration and spin evolution for binary systems, entering at four-and-a-half PN order.
Our calculation includes the backreaction from finite-size spin effects, which is presented for the first time.
The computation is carried out, from first principles, using the effective field theory framework for spinning
extended objects. At this order, nonconservative effects in the spin-spin sector are independent of the spin
supplementary conditions. A nontrivial consistency check is performed by showing that the energy loss
induced by the resulting radiation-reaction force is equivalent to the total emitted power in the far zone. We
find that, in contrast to the spin-orbit contributions (reported in a companion paper), the radiation reaction
affects the evolution of the spin vectors once spin-spin effects are incorporated.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.084065
I. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the advent of gravitational wave astronomy
[1–3], in this paper we continue to study spin effects on
radiation reaction for the dynamical inspiral of binary
compact objects. In a companion paper [4], we reported
the resulting radiation-reaction equations of motion to
linear order in the spins, which appear at fourth post-
Newtonian (4PN) order, using the effective field theory
(EFT) formalism. At this order conservative contributions
are also known using more traditional methods [5] as well
as the EFT approach [6,7], encompassing spin-independent
[8–18] (see also [19,20]) and spin-dependent [21–46]
terms.1 See [5,55] for extensive reviews on the post-
Newtonian expansion, and [56–61] for reviews on the
EFT approach to the binary problem.
The purpose of the present work is to compute—from first
principles—the radiation-reaction acceleration and spin
evolution for binary systems to 4.5PN order, quadratic in
the spins. We achieve this using the EFT framework for
spinning bodies [61] extended to nonconservative systems
[53,54,62–64]. At 4.5PN order, the computations are
independent of the spin supplementary condition. Some of
these results were previously computed in [65] (and [66] for
the radiation-reaction Hamiltonian) using different method-
ologies. However, we report—for the first time to our
knowledge—the effects of backreaction due to the finite
size of the spinning bodies, computed from first principles.2
We perform a consistency check similar to the one presented
in [4] that demonstrates the equivalence between the energy
loss induced by the radiation-reaction acceleration and the
total emitted power in the far zone, up to total time
derivatives. Contrary to what occurs in the spin-orbit sector
[4,71], we find that spin-spin effects in the radiation reaction
do affect the evolution of the spin vectors, leading to a
radiation-reaction induced contribution to the full precession
equation consistent with the findings in [65], this time also
including finite-size effects. Throughout this paper we use
the same conventions as in [4], to which we also refer the
reader for background discussion and references regarding
details about some of the methods employed in this work.
II. RADIATION REACTION FOR
SPINNING BODIES
A. The Routhian approach and finite-size effects
The conservative dynamics for a binary systemof spinning
bodies can be obtained from a Routhian,
1The radiated power has been obtained to 3.5PN order also for
spinning bodies [46–49], albeit not yet to 4PN other than the
effects due to the next-to-leading order tail [50] and gravitational
wave absorption [51,52]. The nonconservative effects of the
radiation reaction from nonspinning bodies were also computed
in [53,54] in the EFT approach.
2See [67–70] for related work relying on energy balance
equations.
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RναρσSρσuνSαβuβ þ   

; ð2:1Þ
with Sab the spin tensor in a locally Minkowski frame. The








and the spin algebra
fSab; Scdg ¼ ηacSbd þ ηbdSac − ηadSbc − ηbcSad: ð2:3Þ
The third term in (2.1) in principle contributes to the spin-
spin sector; however, it can be shown to be subleading, and
therefore we will ignore it in what follows. In order to
incorporate finite-size effects we need to augment the
number of terms in (2.1) beyond the minimal coupling.
The first contribution appears already at leading order, and it
is a “self-induced” effect due to the rotation of the bodies. In
the EFT framework, this effect is described by an additional









is aWilson coefficient that encapsulates the short-
distance properties of the object, and
Eab ≡ eμaeνbCμανβuαuβ ð2:5Þ
is the electric component of theWeyl tensor,Cαβγρ, with e
μ
a a
locally flat tetrad field. For the case of black holes we have
CES2 ¼ 1 [hence the normalization in (2.4)], while it is an
order of magnitude larger for neutron stars. We refer the
reader to [61] for a more detailed exposition.
From the Routhian [including the term in (2.4)] we can
obtain the leading order spin-spin equations of motion in
the conservative sector, both with OðS1S2Þ and OðS2aÞ
terms, namely, the relative accelerations that enter at 2PN
order,
as1s2cons ¼ − 3
mνr4
½nðS1 · S2Þ − 5nðS1 · nÞðS2 · nÞ
















We will use these expressions in what follows in order to
include spin-spin effects that contribute through derivatives
of spin-independentmultipolemoments, just aswe did in [4].
B. Nonconservative dynamics
As we discussed in [4], following the in-in formalism
[72,73], the nonconservative dynamics is described by an
extended Routhian,
Reff ½xa; Sμνa ¼ Rconseff ½xað1Þ; Sμνað1Þ −Rconseff ½xað2Þ; Sμνað2Þ
−RRReff ½xa; Sμνa: ð2:8Þ
To the PN order we work in this paper, the dissipative term








in terms of the  variables. To compute spin-spin effects at
leading order, we do not require the temporal components
of the spin tensor, which implies that we can concentrate on
the spin 3-vector. The acceleration describing the radiation














whereas for the spin dynamics we have
_SRR ¼ ffSþ;RRReff ðr; v; SÞggPL; ð2:11Þ
where “PL” stands for the physical limit described in [4].
Notice that, in deriving the equation of motion for the spin,
we can use the standard physical variables of position and
velocities since these are simply spectators in (2.11). The
required generalized Poisson brackets to be used in (2.11) are
given by




ffSi−; Sj−gg ¼ −ϵijkSk−;
ffSiþ; Sj−gg ¼ −ϵijkSkþ: ð2:12Þ
See [4] for more details.
III. SPIN-SPIN RADIATION-REACTION
DYNAMICS AT 4.5PN ORDER
A. Source multipoles
The multipole moments to compute the radiation reac-
tion due to spin are given in [4] in terms of the  variables.
In the spin-spin sector to the desired order we need
Iijð0Þ− ¼ mν½riþrj− þ ri−rjþTF; ð3:1Þ
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In addition, we also require the contribution to the mass














½SiaþSja− þ Sia−SjaþTF: ð3:7Þ
B. Acceleration
We next derive the radiation-reaction accelerations. As in
[4,54] we split the contribution into pieces. In our case, we
have two contributions only from the current-quadrupole



















where the leading order spin-spin equations of motion in
(2.6) and (2.7) are used in the leading ordermass quadrupole.
In principle, we should add a contribution from (3.7) to the
radiation-reaction force. However, since the time derivative
of the spin vector introduces an extra v2 and there is no
explicit dependence on r or v in (3.7), such a contribution
vanishes at leading order.
































− 3v2 þ 7_r2













for the current-quadrupole term, whereas the reduced part
















































































































− 285v2 þ 765_r2
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þ 555v2 − 3465_r2
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− 10v2 þ 45_r2






þ 115v2 − 735_r2










þ 80v2 − 140_r2






− 15v2 þ 55_r2

: ð3:12Þ
To our knowledge, this is the first time the above expression has been computed.
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The total spin 4.5PN acceleration is the sum of the contributions in (3.10)–(3.12). It is also instructive to decompose the
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Plugging the expression for the spin-independent mass and current quadrupoles and order-reducing (time derivatives of) the
acceleration using lower order PN equations of motion, we obtain











− 18v2 þ 30_r2

− 3rðS1 × vÞ
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− 3v2 þ 15_r2

½ðr × S1ÞðS1 · vÞ þ ðv × S1ÞðS1 · rÞ
þ 15 _r
r
ðr × S1ÞðS1 · rÞð3v2 − 7_r2Þ − 30r_rðv × S1ÞðS1 · vÞ

: ð3:16Þ
















can be identified as a precession frequency induced by radiation-reaction effects on the spin’s evolution, and















LðS1 · S2Þ − S2ðL · S1Þ þ
m2
m1
ðS1ðL · S1Þ −LðS1 · S1ÞÞ

þ 3ðS1 × rÞ

















− 2r2ðS1 × vÞ













½ðS1 · rÞðr × S1Þ

: ð3:19Þ
Notice that the spin equation describes precessing evolution with a constant norm. Furthermore, the effects due to the finite-
size contributions drop out of the final expression, turning into a total time derivative. Similar expressions and conclusions
for the spin evolution of the second body can be found by interchanging the labels 1↔ 2.
IV. CONSISTENCY TEST




























f−3r2ðS1 · S2Þð47v2 − 55_r2Þ þ 3ðS1 · rÞðS2 · rÞð168v2 − 269_r2Þ
þ 171_rððS1 · rÞðS2 · vÞ þ ðS1 · vÞðS2 · rÞÞ − 71ðS1 · vÞðS2 · vÞg ð4:2Þ
and




















ðv2 þ 3_r2Þ þ 9_r2
ðS1 · rÞ2
m21





ðS1 · rÞðS1 · vÞ
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m2bfr2S2að12v2 − 13_r2Þ þ 2ðSa · rÞ2ð−21v2 þ 34_r2Þ
− 29r_rðSa · rÞðSa · vÞ þ 6r2ðSa · vÞ2g; ð4:3Þ
for the OðS1S2Þ and OðS2aÞ contributions, respectively, in agreement with [74,75]. We then use the radiation-reaction
acceleration computed in Sec. III B to derive the instantaneous power from
PSSRR ≡ ðas1s2RR þ as2RRÞ · v ¼ Ps1s2RR þ Ps2RR: ð4:4Þ
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− 55v2 þ 215_r2

: ð4:6Þ
The difference between the fluxes in the far zone and the instantaneous radiated power due to the radiation-reaction force
reads
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− 55v2 þ 215_r2

: ð4:8Þ
Similar to spin-orbit effects in [4], the right-hand sides of (4.7) and (4.8) can be shown to be a total derivative. As in [4], we
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ða · _a − v · äÞ þ ðS1 · aÞðS1 · _aÞ
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þ ðS2 · aÞðS2 · _aÞ
m22
−
ðS1 · vÞðS1 · äÞ
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where the explicitly written acceleration terms are given by the Newtonian expression, a → −ðm=r3Þr, while the leading








as expected. This concludes the consistency test in the spin-spin sector.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we continued the study initiated in [4] of
nonconservative effects in the dynamics of spinning com-
pact binary systems within an EFT framework [61]. We
extended the formalism in [63,64] to incorporate finite-size
effects, and computed the spin-spin contributions to the
acceleration and spin evolution to 4.5PN order from first
principles, without resorting to balance equations. To our
knowledge, the calculation of finite-size effects in radiation
reaction had not been carried out until now. As in [4], we
performed a consistency test by showing that the power
induced by the radiation-reaction force is equivalent to the
total radiated emission in the far zone, up to Schott terms.
Unlike what we found in [4], the spin precesses due to spin-
spin radiation-reaction effects at this order. Our results are
consistent with the findings in [65], but we went a step
further by extending the computations to all spin squared
terms, including finite-size effects, which was not the case
in [65,71]. Our results, which are the first in a series of
contributions at 4.5PN order that are yet to be computed,
will contribute to the modeling of spinning binary inspirals
and the construction of more accurate waveforms, aiding in
the extraction of precise information about gravitational
wave sources from recent and future observations.
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